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About This Game

The final word in fighting entertainment - DEAD OR ALIVE 5 Last Round!

This is a free version which allows use of most game modes, including online play. However, only a limited number of playable
characters are available, and Story Mode is locked. Other characters and Story Mode are available as separate downloadable

content purchases.

* The images are from an in-development build and may differ from the final version.
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Title: DEAD OR ALIVE 5 Last Round: Core Fighters
Genre: Action
Developer:
Team NINJA, KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Core i7 870 over

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1280×720 pixel over

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

Additional Notes:

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese
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Can't even play the bloody game anymore. Worked before but not anymore.. NIBBLES + 10, 4SS -10, golden classic. Well,
DoA6 is now out, and they never even fixed the online play in this one (Can sit forever in the lobby with all regions enabled and
allowing to fight from the lowest rank to the highest)
Add in the absurd amount of DLCs, many of which have a comparable price to the actual game, and it becomes clear that DoA
is a cash grab these days (DLCs are fortunately not needed as most of them are costumes - Still, the price tag alone leaves a foul
taste in my mouth)

It's an OK enough game if you can find enjoyment in single playing a fighting game, but other than that, can't recommend this,
and won't pick up DoA6 because of experiences with this game (And the day #1 season pass for 100 bucks)

Search elsewhere for your fighting game needs. Bought the game at release, played it a little and quitted due to the lack of time
that I had back then.
I recently returned to the game and noticed that the game is now F2P and many characters are now behind paywall, even though
I already own the bloody game.

Koei Techmo is extremely greedy company, almost on the par with EA and Activision Blizzard.. This game is an incredible and
fluent combat game with...........

Oh who am I kidding?

DOA MODE ACTIVATED!. Pros:
-Responsive fighting controls that reward timing
-Vast roster with enough differences between each character to keep it interesting
-More combos and strategies than even a seasoned vetarine could memorize
-Rewards all the time. Practically an achievement every time you log in.
-Story mode is pretty engaging if you are aware of DoA's story up to this point, but does not alienate new players.
-DoA's classic breast physics for those looking for ridiculousness

Cons:
-Online play is a little barren.
-Gameplay after story is beat can get repetitive, as there's only Arcade (with 10 difficulties), Versus, and the Endless modes
-DLC is ridiculously overpriced.
-Is not designed for keyboard controls. Requires Controller, which can be difficult to get working at first.
-Grabs and Holds timings can be a bit off compared to other fighting games.. If your the type who loves playing as female
characters and fan-service to go along with it, this is the game for you. it's pretty technical to learn move sets since many of
these characters have variety to them which makes them really fun to play. With 34 characters and 2 DLC(female) this makes it
much more fun; in total making it 22 Female and 14 male characters to choose from. This is a really fun game and worth the
buy, I'll see you Dead or Alive.. Wanted to like this as I loved DOA2 - 4 but just knowing that the graphics were downgraded as
well as such expensive extra content that I will never see along with the lack of online support for a long long time really
bummed me out.

As for the actual game play, it is a solid fighting game but again, missing things.
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(Simple pro \/ con review for yall casual strollers at the bottom c: i can relate)
Dead or alive has to be one of the best fighting games i have come across hands down, i have owned most of the copies from
when i played in console, and bought this game for both Xbox and PC. all in all, i really enjoy the creative direction the creators
have evolved it to, and how gorgeous the game runs, but just like many modern tittles it fails to reapply it's routes to modern
audiences, and lacks content and diversity through some of it's main play styles (Simple pro \/ con review for yall casual
strollers)
In a fighting game you are expected to have very low player population, playing it single player does not really do it justice, The
survival mode (BTW it's not endless) Only focuses on one stail ring map, which is important to the story kinda, but really fails to
deliver comparied to the electrical elevators and crazy factory platforms of it's previous versions. There are not many different
forms of PVP, compared to older versions it's almost limited, You can't do: Arcade, Time Attack, Nor Survival with a second
controller, limiting you to Versus matches to a 1-5 round option or Team battles, which are fun, but not good the 7th time
around. The costumes and player models are beautiful as always, very graphicaly impressive, and well thought of, But the prices
in these costume packs are insane! 64.99 for a halloween costume set? 74.99 for a "Variety costume set"?! Note: there is no
collectors edition nor "Ultimate edition" that grants you all costumes for a fair price, in a way it's a slap to the face to people that
play the game simply for it's scantily clad fighters, but it feels like a real squeeze for my money. Specially for a game that was
completley ignored in the "Koei Tecmo Steam sale" not even 1 DLC or character lowered in price. In conclusion: This game hits
really close to home, and it's hard to support it when the game developers seem to not care about it themselves, If by miracle
they din't let the new DOA 6 eclipse this one and made small tweaks, or not repeat the same mistakes in DOA 6, that would be
amazing.
Pros:

1.  Really cool gameplay, sharp animations

2.  Vibrant maps, and combat mechanics

3.  Great couch party game for buddies, or solo
Cons:

1.  Very limited offline multi-player variation

2.  Few game modes

3.  Limited unlocks and map variation (for differing game modes)

4.  Overpriced character costume sets[\/olisy]
I greatly enjoy this game, but your not getting what your paying for, console players pay $18 for this game
And the way it is set up (Core Characters through DLC) it seems to doge all steam sales headed it's way, I'd save
my money and try out the new DOA 6 since the price would be 10-20$ away, I mean this review in the most kind
hearted way possible. I really love Ninja Gaiden and Dead or Alive games, i wish nothing but the best to this
franchise.
Thank You!
. Bought the DOA5LR full game at a discount.... not even full game... RIP
still recommend cuz dem boobs physics
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